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Go to www.ana-meeting.com
And feel the energy flowing from the collection of photos Darja has gathered to
represent Nature and Animals in their
most inspiring glory. Just seeing the photos made me know this event was meant to
happen.
A very special event is occurring in the magical kingdom of Slovenia. This event is organized by Darja Znidersic, who is one of the
most compassionate, brilliant and talented
woman I have the pleasure of calling a close
friend. I first met Darja and her dedicated and
equally compassionate husband, Andre, at the
Equitana in Germany more than 24 years
ago.
What Darja has done to create a program for
children of all abilities to come to their center
in the middle of the woods, has changed and
influenced the lives of thousands of children
of all abilities over the past two decades.

Darja and Andre have taken city kids
and inspired them to listen to the voices
of Nature in the woods surrounding
their “nature paradise.” Darja has integrated the Tellington TTouch Method
into their program. She has shared the
power of the one-and-a-quarter Basic
TTouch Circle in the classroom in Slovenia for many years. This gathering of
people for the first congress is for those
who love animals and nature and want
to know and share more. These four
days will, I believe, carry a special energy that will spread around the planet.
Darja wrote: “We are very pleased
that we will be weaving even stronger
ties between man in nature together.
As an idea leader, I strongly believe
that together we will be able to do
more than we can even imagine. I believe, that we will move the first domino, which will begin with a series of
falling taboos and release energy of
the friendly coexistence of all beings
on the earth. Maybe we will not go
rescue elephants in Africa or the devastation of the rainforest, or ... But I
firmly believe that spreading of knowledge and understanding our fellow
beings will end with rescuing the rainforests, elephants, reducing the shelters .... Because if you know Nature,
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you love it and if you love someone, you want to protect it. I have been claiming this my whole life and in
almost 30 years of professional work and living with
animals and nature, I have already experienced this
words to be true many times. “

Mission Statement
Animal Ambassadors is an educational organization dedicated to
building a heartfelt relationship with animals, with each other and
with all of Nature by teaching the philosophy and the Techniques
of the Tellington TTouch Method.

When Darja first called me last year about the
world congress, what instantly popped into my head
were the words of the thousand-year-old Morton
Bay Fig tree who gave me a message that I believe is
directly connected to Darja’s vision. These are the
words I wrote in my journal:
Message from the Morton Bay Fig Tree
Coffs Harbor, Australia 1982
HEAVEN ON EARTH

Philosophy
To honor the role of animals as our teachers.
To respect the individuality of each animal and person.
To celebrate interspecies connections with Tellington TTouch
To encourage trust between humans and animals and also between
humans

In order to rebalance the earth,
your people must once again
recognize the Kingdoms of the Plants,
the Animals, the Minerals and the Nature Spirits,
As One with you.
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That your race recognize the God within
Is only the start.
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Is the key – not only to survival –
But to HEAVEN ON EARTH
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And for those who cannot be with us, send your
TTouch stories that demonstrate the unique connection
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veal my inner most feelings that had never surfaced, and
for which I had to dig deep!
The role of Intuition in the Tellington Method?
At a recent weekend clinic in Canada the question was
asked. “Does intuition fit in the Tellington Method?”
Cover of the book by
Gabrielle Boiselle

Indeed, it does! It had to have been an “intuitive knowing” that moved me to answer an ad in the San Francisco
Chronical newspaper offering “the first computer generated astrological reading.” It was a birthday present to
myself for my 30th birthday.
The words that jumped out at me from a 20-page booklet
contained a most unusual prediction:

LINDA: Trust Your Intuition (Vertraue Deine Intution)
After two years, countless late nights and deep conversations with Gabriele Boiselle, her biography of my life arrived in time for 2017 Christmas delivery. The title is
LINDA: Trust Your Intuition (Vertraue Deine Intution)
This book recounts personal experiences never told before, that taught me to deal with heart ache and disappointment and made me a stronger, more compassionate
and forgiving human being. And finally, I am able to
share some of the pages and lines from books that have
shaped my philosophy and given me hope in my darkest
moments.
Somehow I intuitively knew there would be help for me
on my husband Wentworth’s bookshelf as I sat crying
alone one midnight in my 27th year. It was Kahlil Gibran’s classic book, The Prophet that stuck to my fingers,
and the chapter on Joy and Sorrow opened as if by Divine
intervention.
What I remembered from that night were the words, “The
self-same well from which your sorrows flow, shall also
flow your joy”. When I read that I remember thinking,
“Come on tears! Because some day this same well will be
overflowing with joy”. And so, it is! And the most interesting fact is that is not at all what is written. But the hope
from the words I thought I read form a cornerstone for the
depth of gratitude and joy I carry today.
Gabrielle rewrote and rearranged the book three times!
She pushed me to remember the dogs and cats and horses
who have had a profound effect on my life. And to consider and write about so many people whose friendship
have given me immeasurable gifts. I am so happy she did
so because it gives the reader, I hope, pause to think what
people have helped you along your life journey. My only
regret is that some of my closest friends could not all fit
into the book. Gabriele was constantly pushing me to reStaying in TTouch
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“In your lifetime you will develop a form of communication that will spread around the world. In order to do so
you must learn to trust your intuition.”
For fifty years those words have provided a guiding light
for discovery of pieces of a giant puzzle as I continue to
search for an understanding of the often magical-seeming
effects of the one-and-a-quarter Basic Circle of Tellington
TTouch.
And spread around the world it has! My 21 books are in
15 languages, many more books are written by other authors, and there are countless books that include details of
Tellington TTouch®. We have Tellington Practitioners/teachers for dogs, cats, horses, wild-life and humans
teaching in 38 countries that we know of, not counting the
internet and YouTube connections to places we don't even
know about!
So, what is intuition?
Siri defines intuition as “The ability to understand something immediately, without the need for conscious reasoning.”

Photo: Linda and Gabriele Boiselle
October - December 2017

I like that. I also love the definition I hand out at my clinics, copied from a small book entitled, Intuition: Awakening Your Inner Guide by Judee Gee:
“Intuition is the manifestation of divine consciousness
within you. The messages it sends are essential to our
emotional, physical and spiritual health. Receiving and
understanding its truths will change your life and help
you find your true path.”
Wow! It certainly has changed my life and lead me along
my TTouch Path.
And it is our hope that this book will inspire you to trust
your intuition, each in your own unique way.
We are exploring possibilities for translating it to English.
It may be a challenge to find a publisher because of its
size – 315 pages, over 100 colored photographs and the
book is 9 ½ inches by 11 ½ and an inch thick! Cross your
fingers!
If you want more background on the subject of intuition
related to the development of the Tellington TTouch
Method, go to Jeffery Mishlove’s YouTube channel to
watch the hour-long interview he did with me in Las Vegas at the Cowboy Christmas Market in December.
Creating a Special Connection
In the Hawaii training in February this year, the majority
of participants said they were looking for a feeling of a
special connection with their animals.
That special connection is what we get with the Basic
one-and-a-quarter TTouch Circle. And the remarkable
fact is that sometimes it only takes minutes.
At the Hawaiian Luau at the Sheraton, the MC is Auntie
Tutu, a member of the Lindsay family, known for their
musical talents. Auntie Tutu introduced me to the dinner
crowd before the performance and talked about TTouch.
Last year she had attended one day of the Tellington
Training with her son’s dog.

A Kitty Turn-Around Tale
Prior to the photo shoot for “The Linda Book” Maue was
the office cat for five years and could never be picked up.
She loved to spend time with us in the apartment next to
the office where we live when we work with Gabriele, but
she had never allowed us connect physically with her.
We needed a kitty for the two photographers preparing
photos for my story about my cat Sybil, that is featured in
the book.
The cat we had lined up for the shoot did not appear, and
Maue was the only candidate. So, I quieted my mind, and
asked her if she would be willing to allow me to TTouch
her while two photographers would snap pictures for at
least 20 minutes. I carefully picked her up while she sat
on the spiral staircase leading to our bed, and enfolded her
gently in my arms. She allowed us to photograph her as
hoped, but what happened the next day was what I call “A
Profound Inter-Species Connection.
The night after the photo shoot Roland agreed to allow
Maue to sleep on our bed for the first time, with clear
communication that she was not to disturb him.
The next morning, I was asleep on my back in the early
morning when I felt one gentle, but very precise ”tap:” of
a paw on my cheek.
I knew it must be Maue wanting to go into Gabriele‘s office next door in the early morning - a habit she had established while staying with us.
She had never touched me before or sat so close to me.
The delight of that very polite tap on my cheek made me
decide to see what she would do next if I didn’t acknowledge her. So, I lay very still and waited. At least 30 seconds later – maybe longer – she very carefully and precisely gave another single tap on my cheek, being careful
to keep her claws in even though she was reaching across

She had recently been visiting at a friend’s home when
the husband returned from a business trip to find that his
normally friendly dog refused to greet him, apparently
upset because of his absence. Auntie Tutu, observing the
dog’s resistance, showed him small one-and-a-quarter
TTouch circles and told him it was a “touch for Trust”.
The friend believed her, coaxed the dog to him, did
maybe three minutes of TTouch, and the dog relaxed and
turned and licked him. The absence was forgiven! So,
what is really happening? We don't actually know how it
works, and maybe not why, but we do know from thousands of cases over the years, that it does work.
Staying in TTouch
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my shoulder. Still I made no move to acknowledge her,
wondering what would come next.
My hands were on top of the covers on my chest. About a
minute later I felt was that same very polite, very precise
one paw tap on my hand.
At that point, of course I acknowledged her, got out of
bed and let her out the door.
Those three so very conscious communications have
touched my heart in a way that I believe will stay with me
until the day I cross the rainbow bridge.
I believe her trust that she could connect with me in that
way came because of 30 minutes of gentle, respectful
TTouch that I had shared with her the afternoon before.

Movement also activates Right Brain function so moving
the skin around the circle creates another Right Brain activity.
Numbers activate the Left Brain - Logic. And any method
activates the Left brain. TTouch is clearly a method. And
referring to the one-and-a-quarter circle gives us another
Left-Brain number.
We have the validation of activity in both hemispheres
from the three studies we did with Anna Wise in 1984,
1985 and 2009 demonstrating activity in both hemispheres using the EEG program called The Mind Mirror
originally developed by Maxwell Cade in the U.K. to
measure states of consciousness. These are listed on our
website in a side bar marked Studies and Research.

The depth of connection that comes from the simple-oneand-a-quarter circle is a gift that we can all share with all
beings.
If you have a profound inter-species connection, please
share it with us and send it to the contest that is a part of
the Animal and Nature Ambassadors World congress.
Submit your story to: ambasadorzivali@gmail.com. The
rules are on the pages
.
A TTouch Connection
So, what is the special connection so many experience
with Tellington TTouch. I believe the Basic one-and-aquarter TTouch Circle has the effect of activating and
enhancing our creative and intuitive ability, and at the
same time strengths our local thinking. Can this enhanced
state of activation create the magical connection? That I
do not know. But Maxwell Cade’s original studies revealed activation in both hemispheres that were considered to be a state of genius.
To paraphrase Anna Wise in her book, “The HighPerformance Mind”, “Popular conception has it that the
left hemisphere is the logical or thinking side and the
right hemisphere is the creative side. In reality the brain
is an integrated whole with both sides in constant use.”
A high percentage of people are taught not to trust the
right brain – or feeling side. On the other hand, Left Brain
logic is necessary to function well in the world.
What makes me believe both hemispheres are activated
with the TTouch circle? Imagine the circle is a clock,
marked with the imaginary numbers 6, 9, 12, and 3.
Imagining is said to activates the Right Brain, associated
with feeling, intuition and compassion, three states we
also need to function fully in the world around us.
Staying in TTouch
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Pferdia - Training video website in Germany
I just received this message from my Godson, Christian
Kroeber, the CEO for the world’s largest collection of
training videos. He wrote: Yesterday we posted the first
video with you for the new series on the TTouches. It is a
really cool video!!! Maybe you and your community could
share it to reach a greater number of people.
‘World Premier of AWAKE2PARADISE
During the weekend that I shared the stage in Vienna with
Dr. Bruce Lipton, we attended a premier of a movie by
Catherine Roland. She was impressed with my presentation of TTouch and invited me to be filmed for the sequel.
As I was wrapping up this newsletter just after midnight,
the following email popped onto my phone:
Dear Linda, I am happy to announce that the week to
paradise is now finally heading toward its completion.
The movie is nominated for the COSMIC CINE FESTIVAL in Munich and will celebrate its world premiere on
April 13, 2018
I wish to thank you for the precious moments with you
during our shooting, at which so often come to my awareness during the editing process. But most of all my gratitude for your so very much inspiring interview – may assume touch the hearts of many many people – and may
the audience joined live in for the body blessing in the
movie. I will release Awake2Paradise in the GermanOctober - December 2017

speaking area and later this year create an English version of it. Feel a warm hug and I will inform you about
the next steps. Thank you for your inspiration! Catherina
Roland
www.awake2paradise.com (now only in German)

are close to launch time with a concept to be able to connect through Facebook around the world.
I am having fun creating Live Facebook tips and stories,
and would love to interview you live if you have a story
to share.

Facebook Live tips and more
Look for the announcement of the new Tellington
TTouch World Facebook Community, a opportunity to
interact with like-minded animal people who recognize
that animals have souls and are in our lives to be treated
with respect and deep appreciation. We have been archiving videos and information for more than 8 months and

May this new year bring you prosperity, health, inspiration, joy, friendship and many wonderful opportunities.
Sending Heart Hugs and look forward to connecting with
you on Facebook.
Linda from home in Paradise.

ANA TELLINGTON
TTOUCH® CONTEST
Tellington TTouch® Method in Practice:
"Real Stories of TTouch Around the World".
THE PURPOSE of the competition is to present the Tellington TTouch Method in the variety of ways it is being used
in various countries..
THE GOAL is to gather ANA stories from around the world and publish them together.
BASIC INFORMATION ABOUT THE ANA AWARD COMPETITION
- It will run from January 1st until April 20, 2018
- Is open to all levels of Tellington TTouch® Practitioners, Associates and Apprentices.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR APPLICATION
1) Write and submit a short story in accordance with the following instructions:
- save the story as a Microsoft Word document (.docx)
- the author has to be named in the filename (e.g. : Nina_Mueller.doc - FirstName_LastName.doc)
- title the story
- the title page has to content the following: the title of the story, the author's name, further the city and country of the
author
- one story for each author
- written in English
- font: Ariel, 12 pt, black
- bilaterally spaced
- the story can be any length up to 750 words

Staying in TTouch
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2) Attach the file to the email and specify "ANA TELLINGTON CONTEST" in the field of the subject.
3) The deadline of purposing your story is 20.4.2018, until midnight.
Submit your story to: ambasadorzivali@gmail.com
4) The stories submitted for the competition will be posted on www.ana-meeting.com.
All participants and ANA winners will be announced. Further you can join us on Facebook Tellington TTouch World
where you can also enjoy the ANA stories and share details about the competition with friends and family.
ELIGIBILITY:
1) The competition is open to all levels of Tellington TTouch® Practitioners, Trainers, Associates and Apprentices as
well as fans and users of the Tellington Method.
2) The story must be submitted by the author or his representative.
3) One author can send more stories, but he must declare in written form which of these stories he purposes as an ANA
story – ONLY this story will be included in the contest.
4) Authors can only participate as individuals and not as part of a team.
5) The proposed story must be true and complete author's work.
SELECTION PROCEDURE:
1) All the stories will be read by the jury of two people and the preselected list of the 10 best will be presented to Mrs.
Linda Tellington - Jones and Mr. Roland Kleger for judgment.
2) The ten preselected authors of an ANA story will be notified by e-mail.
3) The 10 ANA stories will be announced at a joint dinner with Linda and Roland on the first day of the congress.
During this dinner the official award ceremony of the three winning ANA stories will take place.
AWARDS INCLUDE:
5 DAYS HAWAII: Tuition for a Tellington TTouch workshop for dogs, horses or humans with Linda anywhere in the
world she is teaching. (Transportation, food and lodging not included.)
5 DAYS OF HOLIDAYS ON THE KAJA AND GROM RANCH for one person includes: 5 nights with breakfast, 1
hour of Equility work with a horse, 1 hour of balanced riding, photohunting on Rogla and visit to the medieval town of
Celje. Further information on http://www.ranckajaingrom.com/en
5 DAYS SAILING for two persons AROUND THE ISLAND GROUP KORNATI (Croatia ))includes: B&B and 5 days
of sailing with a personal skipper along the beautiful Kornati Archipelago. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kornati
COPYRIGHT AND CONDITIONS OF USE
- By awarding a story for a price, the participant hereby acknowledges and agrees that the winning - or any other sent
story - will be published without any payment or royalties.
- The participant allows the organizer of the competition to publish his / her personal information in the media and on the
Internet for the purpose of informing about the results of the selection or receiving awards.
- The participant allows the organizer of the competition to publish his / her story and personal data in the ANA
collection of stories in any form what the organizer intends to issue.

Staying in TTouch
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The Magic of Hawaii

By Kathleen Aspenns EQ PA2
Heraldsburg, CA

The 2017 clinic in Hawaii with Linda Tellington Jones
was like all the others - inspiring, warm, and full of learning for all involved. I recently looked back through my
records and realized I have assisted or attended 25 clinics
with Linda. It has been a gift to work with her so many
times over the years, and to witness her open-hearted approach to participants and horses alike. Looking over my
photos and reflecting on my experience, I see a quality of
presence, kindness, and awareness in every interaction.
One of the core tenets of TTouch is to meet each animal
where they are, and to hold the possibility of change. Often, a horse will come to us out of balance. This may be in
the physical body, in the mind, or in the emotions. Using
TTouch techniques, we can help the animal find a place
of better balance.
However, we must remember that we need to be in balance first. One of the things I notice in photos of Linda is
that she is always in balance when she handles or rides a
horse. Her body is never rigid, her hands are always sensitive, her body language is always clear. She holds a
space where a horse is able to trust and listen, knowing
that Linda is fully present and responsive in the moment.
She models essential elements of balance: to be in touch
with your own body and to be fully present mentally.
I find it interesting how often the concept of balance
comes up in the popular culture. You see many products,
articles and gurus are all offering to “help you achieve
balance”. This is certainly a positive thing, but there is an
underlying notion that you will find balance and then you
are “done”. The idea that balance is something you can
fix, solve, or lock down is a bit ridiculous, if you really
think about it.
As someone who has practiced Tai Chi for more than 20
years, I can assure you that balance is a daily practice. I
think of balance as an active verb, not a noun. Each and
every moment we are responding to circumstances and
the world around us. Nothing is ever quite as solid or unchanging as we might wish it to be. This is as true in our
daily lives as it is in our interactions with our horses.
Every horse person can recall a horse who was normally
placid and agreeable one day acting very differently.
When working with horses, it is vitally important for us to
be aware of where our horse is today.

hands are flexible, she moves her
body fluidly, and always maintains a little space between the horse and her body. This is
an element many people miss. We tend to stand too close
to the horse, leaning into his space. This can inhibit the
horse’s own balance, and often results in him leaning on
us.
Linda offers Moon a new way of moving by asking her to
lower her head in the Labyrinth. Moon is a Holsteiner
mare who is blind in her left eye. Linda offers her the experience of being led from the right side so she can see
cues more easily. Moon is a little awkward as she enters
the Labyrinth and tries to negotiate the turn. Linda encourages her to lower her head a little, and then she is
able to balance better and release the bracing in her neck.
Linda is not asking for “perfect”, simply offering a possibility of improvement.

Photos left & below:
Moon, a Holsteiner
mare who is blind in
her left eye is given
the experience of
being led from her
right side.
Inviting Moon to
lower her head
helps her to rebalance and release
through the base of
her neck.

In the next two photos, you can clearly see how Linda
offers her full attention, and is listening to Marcus. Her
Staying in TTouch
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LTJ riding session:
A session with Marcus: experiencing the Joy of Riding
for the first time
During the recent Hawaii clinic, Linda introduces Marcus
to a variety of TTouch techniques from the saddle. He is a
new horse to Mary Beth, and this is his first experience in
a TTouch clinic. Linda wants to give him a new sense of
himself, and offer him the experience of being ridden bridle-less.
Linda works him
initially in his existing tack with snaffle
bit to get a feel for
him and build his
confidence in her as
his rider. She then
adds a Balance Rein
to help him start to
bring his base up
and to balance better.
By offering a light
signal up and back
with the balance rein
from the outside
hand, she encourages
him to hold himself
up and avoid dropping his shoulder on
a turn.

Once Marcus understands and responds
to the cues from the
Liberty Ring, Linda
asks participant Lisa
Stanley to help from
the ground. The bridle is removed and a
rope is fashioned into
a simple halter. Lisa
uses her wand to
support Marcus and
Linda in a few simple movements.
The next step is to
simplify the line arrangement, dropping off the loop on
the nose and having just a line around the neck. This is
one more way we “chunk down” the experience and build
confidence in the horse and rider before removing the line
entirely. Riding bridle-less is a process, and depending on
the confidence of the horse and rider it may be best to
maintain a leader on the ground until everyone feels safe.

Time for a tack
change: switching to
a Lindell, you can
see how Marcus is
enjoying a new way
of working without
a bit. Linda uses a
direct rein in the
Labyrinth in conjunction with the
Balance rein to help
him negotiate the
turns.

Finally, Linda offers Marcus a pat and thanks him for his
good work. It is not always necessary to “finish” in a session. He had experienced a lot of new ways of working,
and Linda felt he was ready to integrate what he had
learned. It is always a good idea to end on a high note,
helping a horse be successful rather than ending at a predetermined finishing point. As you can see, Marcus concurs - the moment the work stopped he let out a series of
huge yawns. Smiles all around for a great session of
learning the TTouch way!

And one more option for Marcus:
switching to the
Rollerbit gives him
one more new experience. Linda also
adds the Liberty
Ring to start to inStaying in TTouch

troduce the cues up
on the neck to help
him bend and turn in
preparation for bridle
-less riding.
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Animal and Nature Ambassadors World Congress
Rogla, Slovenia May 3 – 6, 2018
(ANA Congress)
THE PURPOSE of the congress is to bring together everyone who believes that people and nature can coexist in a
way that’s pleasant for both.
THE GOAL of the congress is to obtain as much knowledge as possible from people who practice what they preach.
THE IDEA is to meet like-minded people and establish connections.
The title of the congress “Through the Eyes of Nature” speaks to all the participants: lecturers, attendees, and children
participating in the ANA contest, exploring the essence and main theme of the congress is to understand nature as well
as possible and to “walk in the shoes” of animals or plants for four days. We will experience how animals and plants
feel, think, emote, understand, and see each other and us; what do they like and dislike; how do they see and hear; and
whether – and if yes, how – they dream their dreams.
ANA congress will touch on three topics over four days:

Day 1: “World Meeting of Tellington TTouch® Practitioners, Fans and the Curious”
THE PURPOSE of this meeting is to gain concise but clear information about the Tellington TTouch® work around
the world and in different fields.
Each country will represent their Tellington Touch® work by presenting a short informative report as well as one interesting Tellington TTouch® case (story) from the world of people, animals, or plants. The representatives of each country
will teach one aspect of the Tellington Method.
The meeting is INTENDED FOR all Tellington TTouch® Practitioners, teachers and therapists, everyone who’s still in

the process of certification, Tellington TTouch® fans, as well as anyone who wants to gain information about the Tellington TTouch® method of working with people or with animals and plants.

Day 2: Through the Eyes of Nature: An Introduction of Green Care Education and Therapy Initiatives
for Children of All Abilities World Conference
THE PURPOSE of this meeting is to gain insight into the interaction of children with nature. Because of that, the program consists of three parts: presenting and understanding children of all abilities; ”normal” children, children with special needs, children with social problems, children who are victims of violence and also gifted children, so-called indigo
children, hyperactive children and more. Looking at ways in which children interact with nature that can have a positive,
therapeutic and beneficial effect on them. We will also find out when animals or nature can act as a therapist.

At the end, we will have become acquainted with the Tellington TTouch® method in the world of children.
The conference is INTENDED FOR kindergarten teachers, guardians, teachers and other educational workers, healthcare workers, social workers, psychologists, parents, and anyone else whose work or life is closely
intertwined with the lives of children.
Days 3 and 4: “Animal and Nature Ambassadors World Meeting”
THE PURPOSE of the last two days of the congress is a meeting of like-minded people who love and respect nature,
strive for its well-being, and want to gain new knowledge and perspectives, as well as exchange experiences, thoughts
and views.

The meeting is INTENDED FOR everyone who loves and respects animals and nature and wants to contribute to
their well-being, learn more about how animals feel and how nature communicates, and hear what science has to say
about animals and nature.
Staying in TTouch
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The End of an Era
From Robyn’s Desk
After Iceland I taught an Advanced Training in Germany
with horse and dog practitioners. Thanks to Bibi Degn
we had an interesting mix of horses and dogs.

It is with mixed feelings that I announce, this will be the last

printed version of the newsletter.
I started producing the newsletter in 1983 and, other than
a couple of years in the 90’s when it was published by
Equus magazine, I have been responsible for the organizing, editing and publishing. Personally I prefer to read
magazines in hard-copy but apparently that is not the case
for most people, hence so many magazines going to
online only versions.

On to Italy with a fabulous country hotel venue. I hadn’t
taught there for a few years so I spent some time
‘convincing’ people of the value of the rope exercises, the
swivel handle and adjustable leash. Some of the “newer”
TTouch tools that I just love to demonstrate. Valeria
Bossier always does a great job organizing and there were
many excellent assistants.

This is the case with ‘Staying in TTouch’ newsletter. I
will continue to produce an online version, probably
shorter, as it is hard to read long documents on the computer, or your phone as is the case for many these days.
There will continue to be no charge for the online newsletter.
I have not accepted any payment for renewals or new subscriptions since August but if you feel you still have a
credit on your subscription please let me know and I will
either send you a refund or give you an online store
credit.
I spent the last quarter of 2017 travelling to many countries. In September I started in Iceland, a country I had
not visited in over 25 years and, wow, the changes were
dramatic. As many of you know I have had Icelandic
horses for many years and used to import every couple of
years. Biggest changes - more trees, lots of paved highways, indoor arenas ( there were none the last time I went
and this time nearly every farm had beautiful indoor arenas) and of course, more traffic. I spent five days starting
with a two day workshop with horses. Then teaching at
two music school - how to use wraps to help students and
finally two evenings teaching a dog workshop. Many
thanks to Maria Weiss (a violin teacher as well as TTouch
Practitioner) who arranged the trip and took great care of
me with excellent organization. I even managed a couple
of afternoons looking for a stallion for a client and found
a lovely young stallion who I think will be a great addition to the North American breeding programs. If you
have a chance to visit Iceland do it - a wonderful country
with very special people and animals. I am returning at
the beginning of June.

Staying in TTouch
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Photo above: In Italy one technique I find useful for people who
walk two dogs. This helped with calm, loose leash walking and
was certainly a non-habitual experience for all.

My last stop in Europe was near Barcelona in Spain and
once again Wendy Bicker-Caarten organized an enthusiastic group of people and dogs for a three day workshop,
this time at her doggy daycare. We hope to have a spring
the workshop in the Madrid area.
We are in the process of updating the learning opportunities of TTouch incorporating online learning and shorter
courses for those who want more skills to use in their
work with animals. We will be offering Associate Programs for dog trainers, groomers, vet tech and shelter
workers. Watch the TTouch Facebook community
(details on page 30) and our websites for announcements.
My travels for 2018 start next week and I will be very
happy when winter decides to leave us, we have had more
snow this year than in the past 25 years and it is definitely
staying past its welcome.
Robyn
October - December 2017

The Connection Between
Posture & Behaviour
By Janet Finlay CA P3 UK www.confidentcanine.com

Claw-some husband and wife fur-ther their relationship with Battersea Dogs & Cats Home by
joining the Ambassador team.
Buffy The Vampire Slayer actor and meow-cisian Anthony Head and animal specialist Sarah Fisher were appointed on February 15 after more than 20 years of dedicated work with the much-loved charity.
Staff are feline pawsitive about the new additions to the
team – who already own Battersea dogs.
Battersea’s chief executive Claire Horton: “We are
thrilled to welcome Sarah and Anthony in such an official
and important capacity into the Battersea family.
“Both have worked tirelessly for two decades to promote
and help Battersea in their respective fields and we are so
grateful for their incredible support.”
Sarah has worked across all three of Battersea’s centres
and has been instrumental in training many members of
staff in using the Tellington Touch (TTouch) method of
training to keep dogs calm and relaxed.
Anthony, also known for his roles in Girlfriends and The
Iron Lady, has lent his voice to many of Battersea’s videos and appeals in the past.
They join existing Battersea Ambassadors including TV
personalities Paul O’Grady and Amanda Holden, international model David Gandy and acclaimed children’s author Dame Jacqueline Wilson.
Claire continued: “We are so excited that our dear friends
Anthony and Sarah are now official Ambassadors for Battersea.
“All of us here at Battersea would like to offer them a
very warm welcome and we know they will continue to
offer tireless support for our dogs and cats in the years to
come.”
Editor’s note: Sarah Fisher has done an incredible job of spreading TTouch in Europe especially into animal charities & Tony is
supportive of animals causes. We are so grateful to the work
they do. Battersea is the oldest Animal charity in the UK.
Staying in TTouch
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I have been thinking a lot about the influence of physical
issues on behaviour - it has come up in many of my consultations recently, in discussions in the Canine Confidence Club on whether or not we should train behaviours
that are often seen as calming signals and the link between physical tension and lack of self control, and in
work I am doing with my own dogs relating body sensitivity.
As a TTouch practitioner, I am absolutely convinced that
the body has a significant influence on emotion and behaviour - and well beyond the conventional acceptance
that behaviour can be driven by pain. Even where there
are no clinical symptoms (the vet gives the all clear) and
where there is no apparent pain, time and again we see a
connection between the physical patterns displayed in the
body and particular responses or reactions. Sarah Fisher’s
work on Tension Patterns leads in this field - if you get
the chance to watch one of her presentations on Youtube
(such as https://youtu.be/10C4qdizEtw), it will be time
well spent.
So I was really interested this week to read Amy Cuddy’s
book Presence. I have watched her well-known TED talk
before (you can watch it here - https://youtu.be/Ks_Mh1QhMc - another 20 minutes well spent!). I even
sometimes talk about her experiments on posture, in terms
of how ‘power’ postures change not only how we feel, but
how others see us.
But I had forgotten one critical element of these experiments - an element which is actually quite mind-blowing.
Not only do these power postures influence how we perceive ourselves and are perceived, but they also actually
change our hormone levels.
In Amy Cuddy's experiments, just two minutes spent in a
powerful, open, expansive posture increased participants’
testosterone levels (associated with confidence) by 20%
and lowered their cortisol levels (associated with stress)
by 25%. On the other hand, two minutes spent in a lowpower, closed, restrictive posture decreased participants’
testosterone by 10% and increased their cortisol by 15%.
Just two minutes had that effect on the body.
And these participants were not primed that these experiOctober - December 2017

ments had anything to do with power or feeling powerful
so it seems that this change in hormone levels is really
down to the physical change in the body and not to participants thinking of themselves as powerful or otherwise.
So what has this to do with our dogs’ reactivity?

My own lens on reactivity is the holistic one that TTouch
gives me. All animals are whole, integrated beings - it is
impossible to separate their behaviour from their physical,
physiological and emotional state. So when an animal
reacts we need to look at them as a whole.

Well at a very practical level it offers evidence that we
can increase our own confidence by using specific power
poses before we go out and about with our dogs (see Amy
Cuddy’s TED talk for examples of the poses). We can pay
attention to our overall posture, keeping it as open and
expansive as possible. And even if we are physically restricted in what we can do, there is research that suggests
that doing it in our imaginations is almost as effective. So
our own posture is important.

Are they comfortable physically? Is their body preventing
them from responding more calmly? Are they carrying
tension that limits their natural movements, creates pain
or sets them on the edge?

But it also seems very likely to me that something similar
may happen with our dogs. Certainly many species, including dogs, adopt different postures to convey power
and powerlessness and there is no reason to assume that
the hormonal changes that are seen in humans as a result
of postural changes, are not also seen in other animals.
I am still thinking through the implications of this but I
think one thing is clear. The physical matters. If our dogs
have physical tension in their bodies, if their range of
movement is restricted, if they are tight and inflexible,
this will influence how they feel, how they are perceived
and, quite possibly, their hormonal state. TTouch body
work and ground work provides one way to help to release this tension and increase flexibility and balance.

And how are they feeling about the situation? What can
we discern about their level of comfort? What are they
telling us through their body language, facial expression
and communication signals?
We need to consider all of these before we even begin to
try to change behaviour - or we may end up fighting a
losing battle.
A dog that is physically tight, cannot just relax, however
much we try to teach settle.
A dog that is flooded with adrenaline and cortisol, cannot
choose to pay attention.
A dog that is communicating fear cannot learn an alternative behaviour.

What is Your Lens?
There is widely-used adage, attributed to such diverse
sources as Anais Nin, Steven Covey and the Talmud that
“we don't see things as they are, we see them as we are.”
We do not see the world objectively - we see the world
through the lens of our experience, our expectations, our
perceptions. It explains how two people can experience
the same event and interpret it very differently.
Take reactivity. One person with a reactive dog will see
their dog as misbehaving, their behaviour as embarrassing, the priority as stopping the “acting up”. Another person will see their dog as frightened, their behaviour as
information, the priority as making the dog more comfortable. Exactly the same behaviour, but very different responses.

Staying in TTouch
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heart rate? What clues do we have about their level of
arousal? Are they in fight or flight mode? In freeze? In
rest and digest?
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Sometimes I find myself tempted to go straight to behaviour change. It is after all the priority of most of my clients. Many who invite me to work with their dogs, have
never even heard of TTouch, and just want me to teach
their dogs to behave in a more acceptable manner.
But this is like trying to get about with the wrong glasses.
At best I will muddle through, at worst I will miss something critical.
Our lens is important to help us choose how we respond
and how we act. And while our lens is the result of what
we know and experience, we can also change our lens as
we learn and experience more.
What is your lens?
Janet
October - December 2017

A Simple Training Philosophy:

Ask Why

Shannon Finch CA-EQ P2 KPA
Stanwood, WA

My horse clients get really nervous when I lead or mount
from the right instead of the left. They glance around uneasily to see if anyone has noticed we're doing it from the
"wrong" side. But ask them if they know why we lead and
mount from the left, they have no idea. It's just what they
learned, and how it's done.
The answer goes back to when people carried swords.
The thought was that most people were right handed, so
they hung the weapons on their left side to make them
easy to unsheathe. Mounting from the left was less awkward, if not less painful!
Unless you are going to be carrying a sword, it's perfectly
fine, and I'd argue, incredibly useful to learn how to lead
and mount from the right, something we encourage in
TTouch/TTEAM. If you're on a narrow trail with a sheer
cliff on the left side, what happens if you need to get off?
And how will you get back on? This is not the time to
find out that neither you nor your horse are comfortable
with mounting from the right.
Asking why you are doing something can make your
training more effective and practical, as in the above example. I think it also makes you more humane. A lot of
animal training is based on tradition and myth. People
who don't even have dogs or horses earnestly share things
like, "Don't let your dog sleep on your bed because you
have to be the pack leader," or "You have to be like a
dominant horse or your horse will take advantage of you."
These statements are examples of what psychologist
Susan Friedman calls cultural fog.
Cultural fog can damage your relationship with your animal. A good friend called me about advice she was being
given about her new puppy. This person is an experienced
horse woman, and has other dogs, but she hadn't had a
puppy for some time. Well-meaning friends kept telling
her not to let the dog sleep with her and she wanted to
know what I thought.
There might be good reasons to not let a dog sleep with
you. Maybe the dog is a bed hog or too large for you to
sleep comfortably. Maybe the dog snores and moves
around, keeping you awake. Some dogs will guard the
Staying in TTouch
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bed and growl or snap, which is certainly a problem that
needs to be addressed. In my friend's case, there was absolutely no reason not to have her dog on the bed. She
was relieved because she didn't want to do it "wrong" and
ruin her dog.
The point is to be a critical thinker. Make a determination
based on your animal and your particular situation. My
dogs are all over the furniture because I like having them
around, and don't care much about dog hair on the sofa. I
feed them before I sit down to eat because I don't want
them staring at me. And I want them to go out before me
when I open the door so I don't get all tangled up with
them. Sure, I could accomplish the same thing by training
them to sit and wait. It's just not high on my priority list,
given all the things I absolutely need them to do. This
works for my house; your house may be different.
Critical thinking also means questioning our assumptions
about why our animals do what they do. This is a lesson
that I sometimes have to revisit. All this summer I walked
my horses from our place to my neighbor's pasture. My
horse Phoebe would toss her head, swish her tail and kick
out as we walked up the lawn to our gate. Every morning
I had words with her. That didn't work, so I tried ignoring
her. Nothing changed. It was beyond annoying. I figured
she wanted to graze on the grass we were walking on, or
that she was impatient to get to the pasture, or that my
other horse was too close to her.
These were all possibilities, but none were the real story. I
noticed that she never did it in the afternoon when I
brought her home. So one morning I really watched her as
we walked. I saw that she was stirring up little gnats that
swarmed around her belly and head, and she was irritated
by them. Those gnats weren't around when we came
home. Mystery solved, and the solution was to not walk
on the grass in the morning.
Observing without judgment is a basic TTouch skill that
makes us more humane and understanding trainers. Humans tend to immediately think negatively about a behavior, as I did with Phoebe. Labeling an animal resistant or
stubborn or stupid is a dead end that usually ends in some
form of punishment. Asking why on the other hand helps
us discover that she is sore, or needs her teeth done, or her
saddle doesn't fit properly, or gnats are swarming her
October - December 2017

belly. Then you can address the real problem, rather than
causing more problems by punishing.

what we need or want to train, cutting through cultural
fog.

It's one thing to question the myths that are just out there
in the ether or our own assumptions that get in our way.
It's even more difficult to question experts we are working with. When I was a kid, I never questioned my riding
instructors. If they told me to get after a horse, I did it. I
got very good at meting out punishment, because that was
how it was done. But deep down I was uncomfortable
with my behavior; it wasn't who I was or how I wanted to
be with animals I loved.

Here's what it might look like in working with your animals. Let's take the example of going out the door before
your dog, something that many of my clients are worried
about. I've had this exchange a number of times. It usually
goes something like this:

Years later, as an adult, I bought my first horse, a Thoroughbred named Journey. I soon found out he had a weird
behavior under saddle, a quick flip of his head and a leg
skip that was sometimes so violent he'd yank the reins out
of my hands. My instructor told me to get after him for
being disobedient. As hard as this is to admit now, I did
get after him, a few times. But I flashed back to my youth,
and decided I wasn't going down that road again. Even if
his behavior was disobedience, I had evolved enough to
try to figure out why. It took some courage to split with
the instructor, but I chose to stand up for my horse.
It took about a year of going to different vets before we
finally had a diagnosis: a middle ear infection that had
caused severe damage to his ear. If only we had considered other possibilities rather than labeling him disobedient, he wouldn't have suffered as he did. The only good
part to this story is that Journey brought me to Debby
Potts and TTouch, a journey (so to speak) that has made
me a much better trainer.
Experts are human, which means they make mistakes.
Sometimes their egos get in the way of doing what's best
for the animal. So you have to be your animal's advocate.
At the least, not asking why you're doing something can
create unnecessary confusion and stress for your animal.
The worst case is that you do something cruel or abusive.
I don't believe that most of us want to be this way with
our animal companions. The TTouch list of evaluating a
trainer is critical thinking in action. It can help you determine if a method is right for you. (See sidebar.)
There are many ways to develop critical thinking. One
technique I've been using with clients is called the 5
Whys, developed by the management team at Toyota.
You ask "why" five times in succession, with each answer
leading to the next "why." Some proponents of the technique say you can get to the gist with three whys. It might
take three, or eight, it doesn't matter. As you'll see below,
you might end up with a "what" rather than a why, and
that's perfectly fine too. The process helps you drill down
to the root of the situation. In training, it helps us clarify
Staying in TTouch
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Why should you go out the door before your dog?
Because I am supposed to be the leader.
Why is it important to you to be a leader for your dog?
Because I want him to be obedient.
What does obedience look like to you?
That he does what I say.
And why does it matter that he does what you say in this
instance?
Here the conversation can go multiple directions. Sometimes they say that it's for safety because they don't have a
fenced yard. Or that they are afraid of hurting themselves
by tripping over the dog. Both are valid concerns, and
give us something concrete to train.
Very often the dreaded "D" word, dominance, creeps in.
This is a wonderful opportunity to talk about how dominance is not a personality trait, but rather describes a relationship between members of the same species, generally
over resources. And because I'm pretty sure the human is
not a dog in disguise, it doesn't apply to their situation. I
find that most people are relieved that they don't have to
be the better dog, (or the better horse in the case of horse
folks).
We can then dig deeper to find out what behavior is really
needed at the door, if any. Often we get down to the end
of the questions and find they actually don't care what the
dog does at the door. They thought they should care, because someone told them so.
With that out of the way, we can then turn our attention to
other behaviors they really do care about.
When I do this technique, I am respectful, diplomatic, and
most of all, curious. My goal is to help people become
critical thinkers rather than be bystanders, at the mercy of
every training fad or new expert that comes along. I encourage my students to question what we're doing, because it shows me they are engaged with the lesson rather
than passively accepting what I say.
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Brain science also plays a role in critical thinking. The
brain embraces habits. Well-developed neural pathways
are energy savers; if we had to analyze every little thing
we do each day, we wouldn't get far. We make assumptions based on similar situations and experience. But assumptions can also make us passive and a bit lazy. It's an
easy leap to start ascribing motives to our animals that are
likely untrue, as I did with my horse Phoebe.
You also need to know that when our brains are presented
with something novel, say a new training technique, the
dopamine hit we get makes us feel good, and we want to
explore that new thing. Novelty in the early days of human development was how we learned about what could
harm or kill us. It also allowed humans to explore and

expand. (Today, this is why slick advertising is so seductive and successful; the industry plays on the brain's propensity to embrace novelty.)
Awareness is everything. Absolutely go ahead and explore new ideas. TTouch has evolved over the years as
instructors and practitioners experiment. Just know that
it's possible your brain is enjoying the dopamine hit, so
move beyond that momentary high to do your homework.
Observe and ask why in the spirit of curiosity. When I'm
presented with new information, I run it through my
TTouch filter of kindness, respect, and treating my animals as I'd like to be treated. If it fits, I may incorporate it.
If not, I move on. Either way, I enhance my work with my
animals and preserve our relationship.

The Power of Praise As Reward
By Shelly Moore Eq P2
Creswell, OR
There is no whetstone, to sharpen a good wit and
encourage a will to learning, as is praise.
Roger Ascham, The Schoolmaster 1570
Defining Praise
What is praise? How does it fit into training? The Oxford dictionary defines praise as “express warm approval or admiration of.” What does that mean to you?
What does that mean to your horse? Dog? How do you
feel when you are praised? Do you want to try harder
and earn more praise? Is praise alone enough or do you
need an additional reward?
Many people and animals seem to enjoy receiving
praise for a job well done. Without praise, how do
“they” know they have done a good job and are learning, refining or completing the requested task?
Praise and Reward
The task can be nearly anything. For my dog, the request to “leave it” seems to have gotten harder for her
with age. As a young dog, an energetic request from me
to “leave it” was often immediate and complete. As an
aging dog, her reflexes are slower, her selective hearing
Staying in TTouch
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is much greater, and there are way more important
things to do than walk away from a good sniff. When
she does begin the task, (even a slight turn of the head
away from the object) I reward her with verbal praise.
This often gets her to complete the task and walk away
from the object of her attention. Which results in more
verbal praise, pets or some Clouded Leopard TTouch
on her neck and shoulders, additionally some added
affection and often a yummy treat. I am hopeful that I
have rewarded her (in her mind) enough to make the
completed task worth doing again, maybe a little
quicker next time. But, who am I kidding? My dog
doesn’t care about praise. Right? Many people believe
she is only there for the treat.
Our two semi-feral cats, who are extremely independent, fearful of humans and have a very great instinct to
remain safe, receive verbal praise. The girls are expected to come in at night as we live in the country and
they could get eaten if they remained outside overnight.
They come when they are called and I praise them for
it, verbally. As they are feral, giving a food reward is
not always an option as they are too leery to actually
take it. Later in the evening when I feed them, I jokOctober - December 2017

ingly say that I will trade food for pets. I talk to Dotty
and Marie the entire time that I am dispensing food and
touching them, telling them how soft they are and how
amazing they are. I am praising them the entire time.
As a result, they are allowing me to touch them and
stroke them during dinner time. If I don’t talk to them, I
cannot touch them. Isn’t that interesting?
As a horse trainer, some of my colleagues say that I
simply talk to much. I have gotten points deducted for
talking to my horse while showing. There is a reason
why this is a deduction of points on a dressage test. The
voice is a very powerful aid.
I tell my horses what I want to have happen verbally. I
start this from the moment I call them to come in from
the pasture. I tell them how great they are for cantering
up to me when asked to. I give them TTouches, pets
and verbal praise as a reward before I halter and bring
them in. Many times I don’t need a halter at all. At
times I don’t do anything with them other than verbally
praise them for coming to me. Every time I call them
does not necessarily mean that I will be catching them
and doing something with them. I believe that this has
strengthened our relationship, as now when they see me
they come over to check in and see what I am doing
without me requesting the contact. They often get a
“good boy” from afar as their only reward.
Praise can help with training of the most basic tasks.
Every time you interact with your horse you are training
him on some level. Does he fidget while being tied? If
so will praising him when he is still work?
When Bacardi first came, he danced around while cross
tied. When I single tied him he was a litany of motion,
rarely standing still, very anxious and head high. I was
given instruction on how to manage him in cross ties by
his previous owner – and I knew I would never do the
things that were suggested as I found them tedious at
best. So, I started with the TTouch Elegant Elephant
leading position to get him to lower his head and maybe
breath. When he kept still (for a nano-second) I verbally praised him and did a few TTouches on his neck.
Okay maybe one and half really fast TTouches. Sometimes I only got the words out of my mouth before he
started dancing around again. In the beginning I rarely
gave him food treats as he tended to be quite mouthy
and demanding, often grabbing at the food. So food
treating him as a reward was not a good option at that
time.
Staying in TTouch
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Now, 18 months later, guess who can be single tied for
very long periods of time without getting worked up?
You guessed it! Bacardi can! Would this have happened
without praising the good bits? Maybe, but I think it
would have taken much longer.
Under Saddle
Can praise help under saddle? You bet! I currently have
an older mare in training for the winter. This is a very
nice horse who was in my opinion trained to move in a
particular way under saddle. She has a great walk and
trot but her canter is four beat and lacks rhythm. Six
weeks ago when she arrived she would consistently trail
her hind legs out behind her and hollow her back while
keeping her neck stiffly fixed in one position. She was
also dead in the mouth, as she was holding her jaw tightly
in a set position.
What am I doing for this? I ride her in a promise wrap,
lunge her in a bridge wrap and whenever the canter is
three beat, I verbally praise her and pet her then give her a
quick break. The first couple of times she seemed very
perplexed. Now she is beginning to have more and more
steps of a three beat canter and she is beginning to move
her jaw and use her neck in a more natural way. I am
very consistent in her rides and I try to ride her in a variety of school movements to keep the work fresh. She
pricks her ears up and looks quite pleased when she gets
praised and petted. She appears to enjoy receiving praise.
She is another one who is mouthy with treats so I do not
use food rewards with her.

“Learn to enjoy every minute of your life. Be
happy now. Don’t wait for something outside
of yourself to make you happy in the future.
Think how really precious is the time you
have to spend, whether it’s at work or with
your family. Every minute should be enjoyed
and savored.”
Earl Nightingale
1921-1989, Radio Announcer and Author
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Tellington TTouch and the Older Dog
Kathy Cascade, PT, CA Instructor
www.sanedogtraining.com
How does Tellington TTouch work to enable a dog to
continue to participate in a sport as he ages?

profound changes in a dog’s ability to continue an active
lifestyle.

As with people, dogs may experience many physiological
changes with aging that affect their mobility and comfort.
Older dogs who participate in a variety of sports may
have an increased incidence of injury and a slower recovery. Often balance and coordination is decreased with
aging, leading to a diminished performance. Through the
application of the Tellington TTouch Method, dog owners
can help their companions to improve overall mobility,
enhance recovery from physical exertion and stress, and
maintain a positive attitude towards competition.

Are all dogs receptive to and able to benefit from Tellington TTouch?

What are the differences between ordinary canine
massage and Tellington TTouch?
While both offer significant benefits, they affect the body
in a different manner. Massage is directed toward the
muscular tissues, while Tellington TTouch is primarily
concerned with giving information to the nervous system,
particularly the sensory (information from both the outer
and inner environment) aspect of the nervous system.
TTouch consists of a variety of circular touches, lifts, and
long strokes applied with a very light pressure to the skin.
This tactile input is then carried through the sensory
nerves to the processing centers of the brain and results in
a variety of responses in the body including release of
muscle tension, improvement in body awareness and balance, and even stimulation of the body’s own healing
mechanisms. With the advances of neuroscience in the
past decade, we now know that the nervous system communicates with other systems in the body through chemical messengers. We can impact the entire body, possibly
even at the cellular level through the application of specific sensory information through TTouch.
The Tellington Method actually is much more comprehensive than just the TTouch bodywork. There are three
components to the method including 1). TTouch (the
bodywork described above), 2). Ground Exercises which
help to improve confidence, body awareness, balance, and
focus by leading dogs through a course of specific exercises slowly, and 3). TTouch Tools which includes various equipment applied to influence the dog’s balance,
posture and movement. The integration of all three aspects of the Tellington Method is what produces often
Staying in TTouch
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With Tellington TTouch there are rarely, if any, negative
responses or resulting soreness associated with the work.
TTouch is non-invasive and is performed with the intent
of assisting the dog to achieve the highest level of function, both physically and emotionally. Part of the process
of working with TTouch is to be very observant of the
animal’s response to each particular TTouch or activity.
The underlying philosophy is to work with the animal in a
partnership with respect, always setting the animal up to
be successful. Occasionally there are dogs that may have
soreness or pain in the body and are reactive to being
touched initially. We would approach a case like this
with very gradual steps, using tools such as a sheep skin
mitt or other soft material to start. It is very important to
gain the dog’s trust, and keep the sessions short.
Do you have an anecdote to report about an older dog
who has maintained or regained his ability to participate in sports as a result of being the recipient of Tellington Touch?
While we have many TTouch success stories involving
improved performance in older dogs, perhaps my most
memorable was with an older Border Collie named
Poppe. With a long history of competitive agility in his
younger years, Poppe had incurred a back injury that lead
to severe weakness of his hind legs and difficulty walking. At times he was barely able to get up with out help
and seemed quite depressed in general. His person,
Becky brought Poppe to one of our week long practitioner
trainings in the hope that the TTouch work could help
him be more comfortable and improve his gait. At the
time, quality of life was the most important goal for
Poppe. Being a typical Border Collie, Poppe never gave
up and wanted desperately to be active. We worked with
him throughout the week in short sessions, paying particular attention to improving his awareness of his hindquarters with connected TTouches down his back and
both legs to his feet. We also applied a TTouch Tool
called the Body Wrap, which is an ace bandage applied to
the dog’s body to give sensation and feedback to the nervOctober - December 2017

ous system during movement. Over the course of the
week, Poppe did indeed improve in his ability to walk and
stand in balance. On the last day I had the students leading dogs through a simple course of low elements and
objects. At this particular facility, there was agility equipment set up in the room, including an A-Frame. We typically do not use this type of equipment for groundwork,
but we wanted to work on asking the dogs to maneuver
this obstacle slowly up and down. We noticed that Poppe
was getting very excited at just the sight of the equipment
and so his person decided to allow Poppe to try the A-

Frame. I certainly thought that Poppe would need a lot
of help with this activity, but as the entire class watched
in amazement, Poppe climbed up and down the A-Frame
and then literally ran around the room barking like his
younger self! It certainly brought tears to his owner’s
eyes and obviously gave Poppe the joy of accomplishment he once knew.

Online Master Class Course
Get in TTouch with Your Horse” with revolutionary horsewoman, Linda TellingtonJones in this one of kind, interactive, Masterclass – “Evaluate & Influence; Personality, Potential, & Performance in Your Horse”
In a small, intimate, group, Linda will lead
you through her unique understanding of
equine personality analysis and interpretation. Over five weeks, join Linda once a
week for 90 minutes in a small group of like
minded participants to learn how to see
your “whole horse” and understand the
keys to unlocking their full potential.
Each participant will send photos for Linda
to analyze, and each student will have the
chance to do their own analysis and compare it to Linda’s for a integrative learning
experience.
We are just starting the first one and if
there is interest Linda may do more in the
future.
Contact Robyn at ttouch@shaw.ca if you
are interested.
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Intro to Bodywork for Horses

By: Shelly Moore Eq P2
Creswell, OR

Life’s not just being alive, but being well.
Martial AD c.40—c. 104
Lately, I have been asked to do several presentations on equine bodywork. This is one of the very fun
things I get to do. I enjoy educating folks who have not
yet discovered the benefits of TTouch and other methods
of bodywork.
Your Horse’s Team
Your bodywork professional is part of your
horse’s team of professionals. This team includes your
veterinarian, farrier, bodyworker, trainer, barn manager,
rider and of course, you the owner of the horse. This
team helps enable your horse to stay happy, healthy and
sound. You should have good communication skills with
all the members of your team, so that you are all working
for the common good of the horse. Remember these professionals are all employed by you to help ensure the
health, well-being and happiness of your equine partner.
What Is Bodywork?
Equine Bodywork is comprised of many different modalities such as TTouch, Equine Touch, Masterson Method,
Equine Massage, Equine KT Taping, Chiropractic, Acupuncture, Acupressure, Chinese Medicine, Jin Shen, Cranio-Sacral, Frank Lowen Method, Shiatsu, Myofascial
Release, Tuning Fork, Alpha-Sonic, Bio-Light, Bio-Scan,
Vita-Floor just to name a few. There are many options
out there for bodywork and these are a few that I am familiar with, have studied and use regularly. These modalities are designed to relieve pain, inflammation, increase cellular awareness and help the body to come back
into a state of health and well-being known as homeostasis.
As you can see, TTouch work is listed first. Why is that?
It’s because the TTouch work is based on working with
the nervous system through bodywork as well as movement and riding. Very few modalities incorporate movement into the work they do. TTouch enhances the horse’s
ability to learn on multiple levels including a cellular
level. You can see changes in posture, body feel (what
Staying in TTouch
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does it physically feel like) and awareness developed
through the TTouch bodywork, then further integrates the
new awareness into movement. I believe this is a key to
cement the newly created neural pathways into use and
additionally help break up old patterns of movement or
compensation. For me this is what sets TTouch apart
from most of the other modadalites. Many aspects of
TTouch are copied and presented as new information.
The TTouch body wraps are a prime example.
What Bodywork Is Not!
We all know that bodywork is NEVER a replacement for
veterinary assessment, diagnostics, care or advice. It is an
adjunct to veterinary care. Your equine bodywork professional should work hand in hand with your veterinarian if
the need should arise. Your horse’s bodyworker should
never diagnose nor prescribe. This should always be up
to your veterinarian. However, if they ask you to seek the
advice of your veterinarian concerning your horse, you
should be prepared to do this.
Healing is a matter of time, but it is sometimes also a
matter of opportunity.
Hippocrates c. 460-357 BC
Who Can Benefit From Bodywork?
The answer for me, is anyone with a body can benefit
from bodywork. We all experience over-use, repetitive
motion, weekend warrior syndrome or just waking up a
little off at some point in our life. This is normal. If we
obtain bodywork on a regular basis, the majority of these
aches and pains can be reduced or more likely eliminated.
Having regular bodywork can help you maintain homeostasis and a feeling of well-being. Bodywork has been
shown to help decrease inflammation and pain. Bodywork can also help increase range of motion, flexibility
and strength. Additionally it can feel good, which can
help boost our physical, mental and emotional states.
Many times bodywork prompts the body to release endorphins which help us feel good.
When your horse’s bodyworker works with your horse
regularly they can more easily feel differences in your
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horse’s body, from one session to another, as well as
asymmetry within the body, or subtle changes that happen
over the course of a few sessions. Talk to your bodywork. You know your horse best of all, tell them if your
horse is having any challenges or training issues that are
new or different. Sudden behavioral changes are often
symptoms of underlying pain or discomfort. If your
bodyworker gives you “homework” to do between sessions be prepared to do it.
Finding The Time.
Spare time is like extra money, is seems to be a myth. So
be practical. Do you have 3 minutes a day or 20 minutes
once a week? This is a question that I ask my clients at
the end of every session. The TTouch homework I
“assign” is usually based on the answer. I want my clients to be realistic about the time they have to spend, so
that they will actually do the work. Remember, there is
no wrong answer! If you only have a few minutes with
your horse every day, then you need to maximize the time
you have with him. You need to enjoy it. He needs to
enjoy it. Feeling like you “have to” do something can
detract from the enjoyment of the encounter no matter
how brief. So give yourself permission to be realistic in
what you are willing to do. If you only have time for a
quick check in and a pat on the nose, then honor that.
What can you do for your horse in five minutes to help
your horse have a better training/riding session? I ask
people this and the answers are usually self-limiting, such
as “I don’t know where to start” or “I can’t do TTouch
then ride”. So I try and encourage folks to look beyond
the “normal”. During grooming, you can do many things
to help your horse that take very little extra time. Yes,
you can ride or train your horse after doing TTouch, in
fact it might help your training session.
Start where you can start. First of all, just notice his posture, habitual stance and your overall first impression.
What are you drawn to? Secondly, take a minute and run
your hands over his body and notice any differences.
This can be hair coat texture, temperature, muscle feel, or
overall feeling. If this is all you have time for, then it’s a
great place to start and it only takes a minute or two.
Consider what you find. Does this alter your training plan
for the day? Does it mean you take a few extra minutes to
warm up? Do you take a minute and do a few TTouches
on those areas you noticed? Again, there is no wrong answer. Are you beginning to see a theme here?
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Some things you can do in just a few minutes during
grooming are leg circles, or connected ttouch from the
poll to the hock, or a back lift. These can take 3-5 minutes. Maybe you found a cold area on the body, perhaps a
minute or two of Clouded Leopard or Abalone might
make a change. A tight shoulder area muscle might benefit from a couple of Python Lifts. There are multiple
TTouches to choose from so you have numerous options.
I am often asked if one twenty minute session once per
week is better than a couple of minutes daily. I prefer the
few minutes each day, and a regular long session once a
month for the horses I have in training. This allows me to
catch the minor stuff such as a cold leg, tight back, muscle holding pattern, compensation or a posture difference,
before it becomes a big deal.
What To Watch For
There are many signs of release of tension and or relaxation. Some of the obvious one are blinking, slow yawns,
repeated yawning, licking and chewing (within context of
relaxation), glassy eyes, far away looks, soft eyes, lowering of the head, and stretching. During a short five minute session I mostly observe blinking, licking and chewing. In a longer, session I often see all of these at some
point within the session. If you don’t see any signs of
relaxation or release of tension, don’t worry about it. The
beauty of TTouch is that you can do no harm with it. So
at the worst you might not be as effective as you hoped
and at the best you might far exceed your expectations.
TTouch can be enjoyable and beneficial for both the
TTouch-er and the TTouch-ee (are those really words?).
One of the biggest keys to success is to be in the moment
with your animal. Notice what you notice, but try to be
impartial and empathetic. Observation with soft eyes will
often give you different results than observation with
critical, clinical hard eyes.
Be open to the magic that can happen moment to moment
while working with your horse (or other animals). Expect
the unexpected, I always expect something will happen,
but I usually never know exactly what to expect. Often
astonishing results can be seen in a very short time.
Lastly have some fun, experiment, find out which
TTouches your horse likes the best.
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Helping Horses Overcome Phobias and
Fears Using TTEAM and EFT Methods
by Kathleen Aspenns EqP2
Heraldburg, CA
As a Tellington Method practitioner, I use the labyrinth
exercise with nearly every horse I work with. While I use
it to help a variety of problems, I have found it most helpful for horses who are frightened and reactive. I have always wondered how the labyrinth works so well. Recently, I have been studying the Emotional Freedom
Technique (EFT) and have noticed some correlations between releasing trauma in people and the TTEAM work
with horses.

The Emotional Freedom Technique
EFT, also known as tapping, is a method of tapping on
acupressure points on the body while talking about an
issue to release the emotional charge. It was developed
by psychiatrist Roger Callahan to help a patient with severe phobias, and has become a tool many therapists,
counselors and lay people use. It has been shown to help
people suffering from chronic pain, PTSD, addiction, and
many more serious emotional challenges.
One of the techniques of EFT, The 9 Gamut Procedure,
was developed by EFT pioneer Gary Craig. It involves
two basic components - the stimulation of the Gamut
point by tapping, and movements designed to bilaterally
stimulate the brain. This procedure bridges EFT with another therapeutic method, Eye Movement Desensitization
and Reprocessing (EMDR).
EMDR was first developed by psychologist Francine
Shapiro, Ph.D., of the Mental Research Institute in Palo
Alto, CA. While on a walk in a park, she discovered she
was unable to maintain her focus on painful memories
while walking and scanning her eyes back and forth looking at stones along the path. With this inspiration, she
developed the technique of maintaining attention on a
traumatic event while deliberately moving the eyes rapidly from side to side. The therapist guides the patient
through the troubling memory while instructing him to
watch her hand, or an object such as a pen, back and forth
across their field of vision.
Normal daily experiences are filtered through the brain
quite differently than traumatic experiences. Sensory input is initially filtered through the amygdala, which
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checks it for emotional content. If the information is neutral, it then goes to the hippocampus for processing, then
to the left hemisphere for storing in memory. However, if
the information is traumatic, it is not processed but is instead stored in the central nervous system in the right
hemisphere of the brain. These unprocessed memories
are stuck and can be re-triggered at any time, feeling, to
the person experiencing the memories as if they are happening in the present moment. These distressing memories can cause flashbacks in those who suffer from Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD).
The process of EMDR (or other bilateral stimulation of
the brain) allows the memories to be processed, and permits learning to take place so new responses to stimulus
can occur.

The 9 Gamut Procedure
In the 9 Gamut Procedure, the client is guided to replay in
his mind the troubling memory while tapping the Gamut
point and bilaterally stimulating the brain by moving the
eyes, humming and counting. This procedure allows the
processing of the stored traumatic memory.

The Points
The Gamut point is the third point on the Triple Heater
channel (TH 3). The Triple Heater channel runs from the
center of the coronet band on the front leg, up the front of
the cannon bone, crosses to the side of the forearm and up
the shoulder and neck, ending after wrapping around the
base of the ear. In Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM),
points on this channel are used to clear heat and inflammation, which includes overactivity of the mind and emotions. Some sources feel this channel is responsible for
turning off the fight-or-flight response.
On a human the Gamut point is on the back of the hand,
just above the knuckle between the pinky and ring finger.
In the horse, it is located on the front of the foreleg, just
above the pastern joint, on the cannon bone. This particular point can help the body come out of a stress reaction,
and is used routinely by EFT practitioners to help people
get through stressful events and to clear traumas.
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In EFT the points are tapped lightly with the fingertips,
but this may not be practical or safe when working with
horses. You may have to discover what the horse will
enjoy or tolerate, and try a few different methods. Simply
stroking the wand firmly over the knee, down the front of
the cannon to the coronet band may provide the needed
stimulation. If the horse is calm, you may try gently tapping the button end of the wand on this point.
The other point used in this procedure in humans is
termed the Under Arm point, which is under the arm,
roughly on the area where the bra strap lies. The TCM
designation for this point is Spleen 21 (SP 21), and in the
horse it is midway back on the ribcage, above the level of
the shoulder joint. The specific point location varies from
horse to horse, so I stimulate this point by using Abalone
TTouches and work an area roughly the size of a dinner
plate.

The Movements
The movements used in the 9 Gamut Procedure are: looking down hard to the right, looking down hard to the left,
rolling the eyes in a circle in one direction, rolling the
eyes in the other direction, humming, counting and humming again. Obviously, we will need to modify these
somewhat, as I have not yet learned how to encourage a
horse to hum!
These actions bilaterally stimulate the brain, but there are
also other methods. Researchers have used clicks delivered to the participant via stereo headphones and touch
stimulation on alternate sides of the body.

Eye Movements
The eye movements in the procedure are a natural part of
labyrinth work. Make sure to introduce your horse to the
ground poles before you enter by pointing them out with a
wand and tapping on them to be sure your horse is seeing
them. The process of walking in the labyrinth encourages
the horse to focus downward in both directions as he
navigates the poles.
The eye rolling segment of the Gamut Procedure is one
that may be replicated by using the Peacock movement
with the wand. With a highly reactive horse I would be
very careful, and be sure that the horse does not find this
movement threatening. Due to the differences in anatomy
and vision between the human and horse, more research
would need to be done to see how this eye rolling movement could be replicated, if indeed it is useful for the
horse. Decades of labyrinth work with fearful horses may
indicate the naturally occurring eye movements of the
labyrinth exercise are enough, so additional eye rolling
may not be necessary.
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Tactile and Auditory Cues
We can use the wand and stroke the horse on both sides
of the body. Standing on one side of the horse, I stroke
all four legs, the chest and both sides of the shoulders. If I
am working with a partner in Homing Pigeon, she can
then stroke the horse with her wand from the other side.
The use of the bodywrap will also provide bilateral tactile
stimulation, especially as the horse moves his body
through the labyrinth.
We can use our voices to give cues in the labyrinth. By
trading leading roles and asking the horse to listen for our
cues from both sides we can mimic the bi-aural stereo
clicks.

Applying the Method
To use this method with a horse with a particular fear,
such as a fear of umbrellas, I would begin by introducing
the horse to the basic labyrinth exercise. After he has
learned to work in the labyrinth, you can begin introducing the frightening element, in this case the umbrella,
slowly. Avoid frightening the horse with the object and
keep it far enough away so he can see it but not feel
threatened. As you work through the process he will become more comfortable with the object and you can bring
it closer.
Apply the various elements of the procedure while working in the labyrinth. How many of the elements you can
apply at a time will depend on the ability of the horse to
be calm and stand still. With a nervous horse you may
have only a moment or two of halt time in the labyrinth
exercise to stroke the forelegs with the wand. On the next
halt you may do some Abalone TTouches on his side. As
you lead him through the labyrinth initially, be sure to use
your wand in the Elegant Elephant position so he will focus downward and follow the button end through the pattern. Once he understands the pattern and watches the
poles himself, you may wish to step back to the Homing
Pigeon position. If you have a partner to work with you,
be sure to take advantage of the bilateral brain stimulation
and have her alternate giving leading cues.
While there is much more to learn about applying these
methods in horses, I think there is great promise to help
horses with deep-seated fears. The labyrinth, and other
TTEAM methods have been helping horses for many
years. Adding a few additional concepts and techniques
may provide greater and more targeted results. I hope
you try these methods, and share your results.
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An Introduction to Weighted Cat Blankets
By Debbie Bauer, HTACP, TT CA P1 www.yourinnerdog.com
Back when I was doing my
case studies for practitioner
certification, I was working
with many semi-feral cats in
a shelter setting. I felt some
of the cats would benefit
greatly from the experience
of wearing wraps. However,
the cats lived free-roaming in
a large cat room full of places
to climb and hide. These cats
barely allowed any human
contact, so even if I was able
to get a wrap on them, I
imagined them running away, and getting the wrap caught
on cat trees, shelving, or wherever they decided to hide.
That was not a safe situation, so I began to think of other
ways I could offer them the same experience.
I was working hard at creating trust with these cats, and it
was truly a celebration that I was able to touch a few of
them for a second or two! I didn’t want to swaddle them
and hold them tight, as I’m sure they would panic and that
trust that had taken so long to build up would be gone in a
flash!
My aim was to create a feeling of snug security for the
cats while still allowing them to be active participants in
their healing. I wanted them to have a way to choose to
participate in that feeling or to leave as they needed to.
One day, I was using TTouch with a very fearful cat
through a blanket. I saw how she enjoyed having the
blanket to hide under as it gave her a sense of security.
While I worked with her, my brain was planning how to
create more contact for the cat by putting more blankets
on top of each other to create more weight. When I go to
the dentist (where I’m a bit nervous), I like having the
weighted vest normally used for x-rays placed on top of
me. The gentle and even weight is calming. I envisioned
this cat feeling the same way.
Interestingly, also during this session, the cat easily left
our session when she wanted a break – and that blanket
just slid gently off her back as she walked away! Aha!
Suddenly it was clear to me – I wanted to create a
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weighted blanket just the
right size for the cats, to provide the same calming contact as a wrap or a thundershirt might. Plus, the blanket
would be safe to use on a cat
that chose to run away – it
would just slip gently off her
back when she’d had enough.
The cat was free to choose
based on how she felt during
the session. If the sensation
felt calming to her, she could
stay, but if not or if she
needed a break, she could easily leave.
I knew that therapists often suggested weighted vests to
assist children with focusing and calming themselves. I
began to research this a bit to see what information I
could find. I actually found that there was such a thing as
weighted blankets for people and I found suggestions for
how much a blanket should weigh per a person’s weight.
I adjusted this for an average cat weight.
I was on my own with creating a cat-sized weighted blanket, as I didn’t find any already being used that I could
purchase. Now this idea was taking on a life of its own!
You need to understand that I had not sewn anything
since I sewed a pillowcase in middle school – which was
a very long time ago. I didn’t have a working sewing machine. But I really wanted to help my cat friends. So, I
went in search of a used sewing machine. By coincidence
perhaps, although I think it was quite a bit more than that,
my new-to-me sewing machine just happened to appear at
the shelter’s yearly giant yard sale!
It took experimenting, and it seemed like a lot of work to
create that first cat blanket. Finally I finished it and I began to use it with the shelter cats!
I first started using it with the cats that I could touch easily in the cat room, so I could practice my techniques for
introducing the cats to it and putting the blanket in place
over them. I didn’t want to be fumbling when I used it
with the feral cats. Every second when I’m with a feral
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cat is extremely important. I must be fully present and
able to move seamlessly or I will put them on edge. I
wanted to be fully comfortable with the blanket before I
started using it with them.
I watched sweet, old Conway Kitty easily drift into a state
of deep relaxation tucked under the cat blanket. He was
an older gentleman who was a bit stressed by all the
young kittens in the room racing and playing all over the
place. Yet sitting with me under that blanket, he didn’t
have a care in the world. He stayed for a long time, cuddled under the blanket.
We had one young tabby that was a concern. He was a
teenager and he had learned to bite and claw when he was
picked up. He would also race around the cat room at
random intervals jumping on the other cats and biting
them, causing injuries. During these times, he seemed
unreachable, as nothing would distract him. Grabbing
him meant you were putting your own well-being at risk
because he would claw and bite wildly.
One such time, I was in the room with the cats. I had my
cat blanket with me. I dropped it lightly over him, so it
landed in a way that covered him almost completely. I
expected him to run out from under it before I could
scoop him up – but something very interesting happened.
I had originally wanted to cover him with the blanket so I
could pick him up and give him a time out in his cage.
But, in that quick moment, from racing around biting the
other cats, the blanket landed on him, and he stopped. He
poked his head out from under the blanket, sniffed it, and
then laid on his side underneath it for many seconds. He
rubbed his face against it and rolled around on his back
underneath it. I was amazed.
He even allowed me to approach him and do some
TTouches on him through the blanket. No biting. No
scratching. His calm lasted several minutes. Then he
walked away. What had just happened? Had he felt a
new sensation of calm connection with his body through
the weight of the blanket? I don’t know for sure, but
that’s how I interpreted what I saw. He did not return to
racing around, but stayed calm and was polite with the
other cats afterwards.
Once I began using the blanket on the more feral cats, I
found that my progress with them took off in a way that
surprised and delighted me. It had taken me months to
even get the cats to remain in sight while I was in the
room with them. One, named Ori, I could touch if I was
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lucky, but only for a few seconds before she would move
away. One or two TTouches if I was lucky. She would
let me approach her, talking gently. I could sit by her.
And she allowed me to touch but only for that short period of time.
The first time I placed the blanket on her, she promptly
hurried away. But she didn’t run and hide. She stayed
not too far from me and watched. I let her watch me put
the blanket on another cat (one that I knew already enjoyed it). She watched. She noticed that the other cat felt
safe. I think this helped her to realize it wasn’t a scary
thing.
The next time I placed the blanket on Ori, she stayed in
place for perhaps an extra second. It wasn’t a long time,
but it was a decision she made to pause before walking
away. And in that pause, her body experienced new information.
Very soon after that, I was able to put the blanket on her
and sit next to her talking to her. She shifted her weight
underneath and I thought she was going to leave, but she
chose to stay. I allowed her to sit with this new sensation.
I didn’t try to add TTouch to it yet. She would begin to
relax and blink her eyes. One day I saw her begin to rub
her face on the edge of the blanket. It was the little signs
like these that made my heart sing. I was reaching her!
The weighted blanket gave me a way to create calm and
security for a very scared cat, and to create a connection
with her. She began to associate me being next to her
with that feeling of safety and relaxation.
My relationship with Ori grew. I was able to do TTouch
with her, and even to pick her up. I was able to give her
medications that previously no one was able to give her.
My connection with Ori helped me to be able to create
relationships with the other feral cats, as they saw that she
trusted me. This gave them courage to trust me also.
And, my dear Ori, found her forever home after spending
two years at the shelter.
I have since used the blankets with other small animals,
with dogs, and even with people. It has a permanent
place in my TTouch equipment bag. When I have a situation where I want to provide a soothing, all-over feeling
of security, I find it works wonderfully. And in situations
where I am concerned about the safety of using a wrap, I
have found the blanket to be a nice alternative.
www.yourinnerdog.com
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Catch 22:
How You Catch your Camelid
Might Just be the Most Important thing you Do.
By Marty Bennett Camelid Instructor

The way you do anything is the way you do everything.
T. Harv Eker
If you think the way you catch your llama or alpaca is
inconsequential— that catching is only a step towards
accomplishing the really important things like trimming
toenails or halter training— you might be mistaken. How
you approach and catch your camelid sets the tone and
stage for everything that happens after. Imagine going to
the dentist. You are sitting in the waiting room with your
magazine and suddenly two burly guys grab you by the
arms, drag you down the hall and physically put you into
the dentist chair. I would wager that everything from that
point forward would be heavily influenced by that experience.
Animals speak to us in the only way they can— with their
body and behavior. If your camelid evades you when you
approach, it is evidence of fear. The more determined and
dramatic the evasion the greater the degree of fear. Animals that move into a corner but hold their breath, freeze
and put their ears back are giving in to the inevitable but
in my opinion are not comfortable with their human.
These catching scenarios say to me, that there is work to
be done. You must “systematically desensitize” the animal to your approach.

even if it is done slowly, picking up a foot and holding it
until the animal stops fighting, the process of working
with newborns by holding them down and applying
various stimulus full strength are all examples of
flooding.
Trapping an animal in a corner, grabbing it by the neck
and holding on until the animal has given up is “flooding”
with respect to the business of human approach. Flooding
works to a degree or it wouldn’t be as common as it is in
the animal training world. The problem with flooding is
that it comes with a significant price tag. Flooding damages trust, and it can lead to aggression and learned helplessness. Learned helplessness occurs when the animal
learns that it cannot control the outcome of an unpleasant
stimuli and therefore does not take action to avoid the
stimulus in the future— even if it is escapable. Perhaps
the biggest problem with flooding is that there is no increase in the rate of learning.
When you use a corner to catch an alpaca or a llama it
may save time initially but it will make every other aspect
of handling and training more difficult and will cost you
time. If an animal is afraid of your proximity it is difficult
to address and reduce the fear of anything else— there is
no fear free place to begin. Using systematic desensitiza-

What exactly is “systematic desensitization”? It is a scientific term and it has a very specific definition that is not
open to interpretation. Systematic Desensitization is the
introduction of a stimulus in the smallest possible increment that the animal can accept without fear, building
gradually to the full stimulus. In common usage it is frequently misused by trainers and confused with another
scientific term “flooding.” Back when I wrote my book,
“The Camelid Companion” and before I fully understood
the science, I heard other trainers describing what they
did as “desensitization.” Based on what I observed I
became adamant that I was NOT doing that! In fact,
these trainers were “flooding”.
Flooding is the process of presenting the ENTIRE
stimulus, all at once and persisting until the animal stops
resisting. Holding an animal still and putting a halter on
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Photo 1: This is a very good set up offering a larger
holding pen adjacent to a smaller working catch pen.
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tion for other aspects then becomes very difficult. If your
animal doesn’t trust the way you approach and catch him,
doing something more frightening like trimming toenails
is not going to be possible without restraint and force.
How do you desensitize an animal to your approach? You
approach this task systematically and break the process of
accepting YOU into manageable increments. The most
important aspect of desensitization is that you must offer
the animal a choice about whether or not to accept a new
stimulus. Working in a catch pen is the secret. The catch
pen allows you to offer the animal a choice to move away
but not too far away. I have found over the years that a 9’
x 9’ space adjacent to a larger area that is about four times
that large is the ideal arrangement. (Photo 1) The idea is
to herd the animals into the holding area and from there
into the catch pen. I always work with two to three animals in the pen but focus only on a target animal. The
other animals are there to provide a feeling of safety in
numbers.

I maintain the escape route by continually moving in a
way that allows the animal to move forward into the escape route that I provide. Ironically, once an animal understands that he is free to move away if he feels the need,
he is less inclined to move.
Once I determine that the animal understands he can
move away I use a wand with a special clip on the end to
bring a rope around the neck. Once the both ends of the
rope are in my hand I disconnect the wand from the rope.
The purpose of the rope is NOT to hold the animal still. I
do my very best to keep all tension out of the rope as I
work. The rope is long enough that once it is around the
neck the animal can still move around freely and get well
away from me within the confines of the pen. (Photos 34)

Once I enter the pen my next task is to say clearly and
specifically with my actions that I will give the animal an
escape route. The important thing is that the animal understands that I am giving him the opportunity to escape—that he is not making his escape. I have found that
the quickest success comes by consistently offering an
escape route to my left (counter clockwise). (Photo 2) In
this way the animal associates the ability to move away
from me as something I am offering and he can count on
it. This is a much different experience than moving out of
the way allowing an animal to find his own path to safety.
Photo 3: The handler brings the rope from the back to
the front using the wand.

Photo 2: The handler is offering an escape route to the
light fawn alpaca. The escape route is to the left or counterclockwise.
Photo 4: The handler uses the wand to bring the rope
back to her, making sure to stay an arm’s length or more
away from the alpaca the entire time.
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I continue to work standing in a place behind the eye that
allows the animal to move into the escape route I offer.
Now the task is to move incrementally closer to the animal. I use a light contact with the rope to help teach the
animal to remain in balance. (photo 5-6) I move toward
the animal, if the animal shifts his balance away from me,
I see it on the animal’s body and feel a bit of tension in
the rope. This is my cue to back up and take the pressure
off. The process is like a conversation wherein I ask by
moving closer “Do you feel safe with my presence?” If
the animal doesn’t offer to move, the answer is “Yes”. If
he indicates he wants to move the answer is “No” and I
back away and make the next approach a bit easier by not
coming as close. The fact that I move away is exactly
what produces the confidence for the animal to answer
“Yes” the next time I move towards him. The process of
incrementally introducing my presence desensitizes the
animal to my approach.

This process takes many words to explain and some time
to read and understand but the actual process goes very
quickly. I can often desensitize an animal to my approach
in just a few minutes after many years of being chased
and grabbed. The process may need to be repeated a few
times and under new conditions but it saves more time
than it takes.
Using a corner for catching teaches the animal that when
you or any human approaches it means to move away
from you until there is no more room to move away— in
other words into a corner. You are actually creating a conditioned response. When you are in a show ring the same
thing happens as the judge and ring steward approach—
only in this context you don’t want the animal to move
AND there is no corner. When you stop him from moving
away by putting your arm around his neck, quite often the
result is bucking or rearing and in the show ring, without
a corner, you are at a big disadvantage. The more restraint
we apply the more the animal fights and from the animal’s perspective the more dangerous the show ring becomes. This is only one example of why it is worth going
back through this process if you skipped it during your
initial training.
Almost every aspect of camelid management begins with
catching the animal. Desensitize your animals to your
approach and you will save time and build a better more
satisfying relationship with your animals.

Photo 5: With a light connection through the rope the
handler can help the animal remain in balance and accept an approach.

Editor’s Note: This process is the same in principle that we
have used for over 30 years with foals. I have avoided
using the word Desensitization because, like Marty, what
you mostly see is ‘flooding’ especially in the horse world
when people use things like ‘sacking out’ .
I prefer to talk about ‘familiarization’ and ‘acceptance’
rather than desensitization. I have seen many horses that
would ‘put up’ with things and really go into various levels of freeze that people often interpret as being okay
with the what was happening.
I think that words are important and that you have make
sure of how your are defining a word - the basic definition
of desensitization is to make insensitive which is not what
we want. Marty is talking about “Systematic Desensitization” as a different way to define and carry out a process,
so always be sure to clarify what someone means when
they suggest a process.

Photo 6: Using the rope as a balancing tool, the handler
makes a small approach. If the alpaca remains calm and in
balance it will be followed by a closer approach the next
time.
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We have borrowed many things Marty developed for the
camelid world and applied them to horses such as the
‘catch rope’ and the clip on the wand to allow more distance when initiating contact.
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Physical, Mental and Emotional Well-Being
….they are intrinsically linked

By Sarah Fisher
CA & EQ Instructor - UK

I have been wearing my wellington boots a lot this winter.
I struggle to remove my left boot at the end of every
working day. It isn't because I don't know how to take off
my boot, or because I haven't had the chance to practice
taking off that boot. It's because of the physical effects of
a riding accident many moons ago.
In order to make the removal of the boot effortless and
comfortable I need to address the reasons as to why I can't
organise my body in a more efficient way. When the body
moves efficiently there is less discomfort, less frustration,
less fatigue. The same is true for animals but all too often
we only focus on the most obvious behaviour we see or
the behaviour that is the most disruptive to our lives.
I recently helped to load a horse that gets 'stuck' at the
bottom of the ramp. It can take two hours to load this
horse. As we were chatting letting the horse move towards the ramp, then back away I explained all the
threads I could see and feel in terms of body tension and
the way he habitually organised his body. I explained how
schooling struggles are often highlighted at the bottom of
a trailer ramp and how poor balance can influence many
aspects of daily life. As we talked the lovely guardians
confirmed this gorgeous horse does indeed struggle with
the farrier, becomes disunited under saddle, and finds it
hard to engage his hindquarters.
TTouch techniques including leg circles, freeing the tail,
stroking him all over with a schooling stick (wand), letting him move without any tension on the line, along with
food rewards and patience helped him load. And although

it took some time, he didn't shut down. He remained engaged and stopped backing away. Most importantly he
had a really good experience at the bottom of, and eventually on, the trailer ramp before he was able to walk inside.
An animal that is struggling doesn't need more pressure.
Using fear or force won't help them learn. And it certainly
won't address the physical problems that may be present
in a dog that can't maintain a sit, may be vocal in the car,
or become reactive around unfamiliar dogs, any more
than it will help a horse that 'won't' load.
Sometimes it is pain related, linked to postural habits that
developed to compensate for growth patterns/old injuries,
or due to body tension that has built over time.
You can't separate physical well-being from emotional
well-being. The two are inextricably linked. And although
I will be helping this horse to load again, we won't be
working anywhere near the trailer for quite some time.
Instead I will show him how to transfer his balance from
limb to limb, flex through the body, release through the
jaw, lengthen and ultimately strengthen his top line, release his tail, balance effortlessly on three legs without
blocking through the body, negotiate patterns of poles laid
on the ground, and participate fully in all we will be asking him to do.
And as for me and my struggles with my boot? Well, I
might just work through some of those peaceful lessons
too.

2019 Tellington TTouch Cellebration
Feb 21-24, 2019

Drury Inn, Santa Fe, NM

February 21-22 - Advanced Training - for Practitioners or Apprentices
February 23-24 - Cellebration - open to anyone who is interested in Ttouch
If you are interested and want more details contact: kirsten@tellingtontraining.com
Staying in TTouch
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TELLINGTON TTOUCH WORLD COMMUNITY
FACEBOOK Group & Online Library Project

What is it?
The Tellington TTouch® World Community is an interactive, supportive and informative group of people,
based inside a Facebook Group.
The core values of this community are to have a highly visible place to promote kindness, support and
interaction between members.
For a monthly subscription fee ($9.99), members will gain access to the exclusive group, as well as access
to the Online Library of TTouch teachings and assets that we have been building over the past
months. We will also offer a discounted year membership at $99.
This includes –
Videos ‐ all that Linda has produced over the years including the Vimeo library
Webinars
Newsletters
Any future additions
Linda will have a strong presence in the group, with the aim being for her to go live at least once a week.
We will be including question periods on various topics
Once a month Linda will do a Personality Analysis from photos sent in my subscribers.
Robyn will organized webinars that will be streamed live on FB and of course they will be recorded for
viewing at later dates.
Linda will be supported by a group of experienced TTouch Practitioners, who will be actively involved in
the group to answer questions/interact with the public.
Our aim is to build and maintain a high level of engagement, where people can post questions/
information, and interact immediately with Linda, Robyn, other Instructors and Advanced Practitio‐
ners.
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TTouch For Companion Animals - Workshops 2018
Location

Dates

Teacher

Type of workshop

Contact

Portland, OR

Feb 24 & 25

Dawn Jansen &
Clare Swanger

2 Day dog workshop

Dawn Jansen 503 705-5062 or Clare
Swanger c.swanger@me.com

Taiwan

Mar 2—8
June 25-20
July 1-6
Oct 21-26
Oct 27-Nov 1

Debby Potts & Lauren McCall

6 Day Practitioner courses for dogs,
cats and other companion animals

Vicki Huang
vickiclickertrainingschool.com

Toronto, ON

Feb 25, Mar 25
Apr 22, May 27
Jun 24

Bev Sp0tton & other
practitioners

3 hour session—to learn more about
Ttouch with your dog & use some of
the confidence course

Bev Spotton

Japan

Mar 11-16
Jul 24-6

Debby Potts & Lauren McCall

6 day dog workshop
3 day dog workshop

090 5203 1748 www.ttouch.jp

Johannesburg, SA

Mar 17-21

Robyn Hood

5 day workshop for dogs—Practitioner Eugenie Chopin echoping@icon.co.za
training

Rupert, QC

Mar 24-28

Edie Jane Eaton

3 Day or 5 Day workshop for dogs &
companion animals

Quebec City, QC

Apr 13-15

Lucie Leclerc

3 day dogs & other companion animals Lucie Leclerc 819 578-6488
workshop
leclerc@gmail.com

Portland, OR

Apr 22-27
Oct 21-26

Edie Jane Eaton
LTJ

3 or 6 day dog & other companion
animals training

Kirsten@tellingtontraining.com
800 854-8326 www.ttouch.com

Omaha, NE

Apr 20-22

Sage Lewis

2 or 3 day dog workshop

Vikki O’Hara 402 650-9489
vikki.ohara@gmail.com

Beijing, China

April &
5-10

6 day workshop for companion animals

pets@zoolook.com.cn
86 185 1000 0141

Iowa City, IA

Apr 14-16

Wendy Fast & Fran- 2 or 3 day dog workshop
ces Smith

Rogla, Slovenia

May 3-6

LTJ

4 day conference

ambassadorzivali@gmail.com
Www.ANA-meeting.com

Holland

May 17-20

Robyn Hood

4 day workshop for dogs

Karen Hartog k.hartog45@upcmail.nl

Spain

May 25-27

Robyn Hood

3 day dog workshop

Wendy Caarten-Bicker
ttouch@happyanimales.com

Portland, OR

June 10-12

Debby Potts

Advanced Training

Training@tellingtontraining.com
1 800 854-8326

Rockville, MD

Jun 15-19

LTJ

5 day dog & other companion animal
workshop

Kirsten@tellingtontraining.com
800 854-8326 www.ttouch.com

Vernon, BC

July 7 - 11

Robyn Hood &
Kathy Cascade

5 day dog & other companion animal
workshop

Robyn or Phil 1 800 255-2336
farm@shaw.ca www.ttouch.ca
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Edie Jane Eaton 1 819-459-2110 ediejane@gmail.com
luciew-

1

Jenny Wolffe 319 621-3717
jenniferwolffe@gmail.com

1
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TTEAM Equine Workshops - 2018
Sherbrooke, QC

Feb 23-25
Apr6-8

Lucie Leclerc

3 Day horse workshops

Lucie Leclerc 819 578-6488
clerc@gmail.com

luciewle-

Midrand, South
Africa

Mar 10-12

Robyn Hood &
Lindy Dekker

3 Day riding module

Lindy Dekker

Los Osos, CA

Mar 23-25

LTJ

3 Day horse workshop

Kirsten@tellingtontraining.com
8326 www.ttouch.com

Vernon, BC

May 11-13

Mandy Pretty

3 day TT & Connected Riding

Robyn or Phil 1 800 255-2336
farm@shaw.ca www.ttouch.ca

Holland

May 9-13

Robyn Hood

5 day horse workshop

Michele Lancee michelebolita@gmail.com

Iceland

May 29-Jun 3

Robyn Hood

Horse & dog workshops

Maria Weiss maw@simnet.is

Austin, TX

Jun 9-11 or
Jun 9-14

Lucie Leclerc

3 or 6 day workshop for dogs &
other companion animals

Kirsten@tellingtontraining.com
8326 www.ttouch.com

1 800 854-

Maryland

June 8-10

LTJ

3 Day horse workshop

Kirsten@tellingtontraining.com
8326 www.ttouch.com

1 800 854-

Bitterroot Ranch
Dubois, WY

Jun 10-16

Mandy Pretty

6 Day Starting young horse
workshop

Kirsten@tellingtontraining.com
8326 www.ttouch.com

1 800 854-

Montreal, QC

June

Lucie Leclerc

3 Day horse workshops

Lucie Leclerc 819 578-6488
clerc@gmail.com

Metamora, MI

July 6-9

LTJ

3 Day horse workshops

Kirsten@tellingtontraining.com
8326 www.ttouch.com

Rupert, QC
Near Ottawa

July 7-12

Edie Jane Eaton

3 or 6 day Horse workshop

Edie Jane Eaton 1 819-459-2110 ediejane@gmail.com

Vernon, BC

July 19-24

Robyn Hood &
Mandy Pretty

6 Day TTEAM & Connected
riding workshop

Robyn or Phil 1 800 255-2336
farm@shaw.ca www.ttouch.ca

Ice-

Vernon, BC

July 27-31

Robyn Hood &
Mandy Pretty

Starting & re-starting horses
workshop

Robyn or Phil 1 800 255-2336
farm@shaw.ca www.ttouch.ca

Ice-

Vernon, BC

Aug 1-3

Peggy Cummings

Connected Riding workshop

Robyn or Phil 1 800 255-2336
farm@shaw.ca www.ttouch.ca

Ice-

Denmark

Sept 15-16

Robyn Hood

2 day horse workshop

1 800 854-

Ice-

luciewle-

1 800 854-

Websites & Online Stores - U.S. www.ttouch.com
Canadian Website www.ttouch.ca
Canada Post Publication Mail
Agreement #40038796

TTEAM Training
5435 Rochdell Road
Vernon, B.C. V1B 3E8
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